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Abstract: Through the game analysis of the behavior between rural financial institutions and local governments, the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium formed by rural financial institutions and government was obtained. In the development of rural revitalization strategy, the rural credit evaluation system should be established as soon as possible, so as to reduce the cost of identifying user information and reduce the non-performing repayment rate of rural financial institutions. The best solution was which government incentives was given priority, in order to restraint policy was complementary, only in this way could make the government and the rural financial institutions wouldl eventually go win-win cooperation, which solved the problem of rural financing difficulties.

1. Introduction

The development of rural finance in China has restricted the growth of rural economy. Only the development of rural finance was coordinated with the growth of rural economy, and the development of rural finance would promote the growth of rural economy. Rural financial institutions (including policy-based finance, commercial finance and cooperative finance) were the main means of rural financing, mainly serving agriculture and farmers. At the same time, the local government was not the money directly provider of rural financial system, but it could use its administrative power to rural financial system incalculable impact the supply of funds. which this makes rural financial institutions and local governments had mutual dependence and mutual restraint. Game so as to make the rural financial institutions and local government, between the game, this shows was that some of the local government institutional constraints exist unsatisfactory place, at the same time, the game also could make the problem more prominent, and thus more conducive to solve the problem. This paper studied the complicated game relationship between rural financial institutions and local governments from the perspective of game, and then discusses the causes and countermeasures of rural financing difficulties in rural revitalization strategy development.

2. Model design

2.1. The basic assumptions

Hypothesis 1 was that under the target of local government to solve the problem of rural financing difficulties as soon as possible so that we could promote the development of rural finance and make the development of rural finance and rural economic coordinated growth. The goal of the organization is to maximize its own revenue.

Hypothesis 2 was that under the incentive policies of local governments, the rural financial institutions (hereinafter referred to as the institutions) could actively cooperate with local governments.

The work of the departmen twas which the strategy of active support for agriculture was rewarded as r, and the organization pays for the policy of active support.

For C, the cost of agency due to adopting the tactics of positive support to get the corresponding...
earnings of r. under the local government to implement "constraint" policy, to cooperate with the guidance of the local government department, which was not to give a fine to support agriculture negative behavior for F.

Hypothesis 3 was that the benefits obtained by the local governments in achieving their goals include economic and social benefits, namely, the utility of achieving the goal was G. Different strategies had different impacts on local government goals. The degree $\alpha$ ($0 \leq \alpha < 1$) of influence under the incentive policy, $\beta$ ($0 \leq \beta < 1$) was the degree of influence under the constraint policy.

Hypothesis 4 was that institutions choosing active farmers was $P(0 \leq P \leq 1)$, the probability of negative support is $1-P$, and the mixed strategy of the institution was $P_1 = (p,1-p)$. The probability of local government implementing incentive policy was $q$ ($0 \leq q \leq 1$), and the implementation of the constraint policy. The rate was $1-q$, the policy mix strategy was $p_2 = (q,1-q)$.

Through the above assumptions, we could obtain the respective benefits obtained by the choice strategies of the two parties: when the local government implements the incentive policy, if the agency chooses the active support strategy, the profit would be $r + R - C$, local government revenue $G - r$; If the agency chose the negative support strategy, the profit would be $0$ and the local government revenue would be $\alpha G$. When the local government implements the restriction policy, if the organization chose the active support strategy, its income was $R - C$, the local government revenue was $G$; If the agency chooses the negative support strategy, its revenue would be $-F$ and local government revenue would be $\beta G + F$. The benefit matrix was shown in table 1. The equilibrium solution can be obtained by using the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local government</th>
<th>Incentive policy</th>
<th>constraint policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actively</td>
<td>$r + R - C, G - r$</td>
<td>$R - C, G$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>$0, \alpha G$</td>
<td>$-F, \beta G + F$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.2. Game analysis of local government and institutional behavior**

The definition of mixed strategy Nash equilibrium

The standard game in n game players was: $G = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n; u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n\}$, So if you were dealing with every game, $i(i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, n)$ $p^*_i$ was a mixed strategy combination for other players $p^*_i = (p^*_{1i}, p^*_{2i}, \ldots, p^*_{ri}, \ldots, p^*_{ni})$ was optimal reaction.

$u_i^*(p^*_1, p^*_2, \ldots, p^*_i, p^*_{i+1}, \ldots, p^*_n) \geq u_i^*(p^*_1, p^*_2, \ldots, p^*_{i-1}, p^*_i, p^*_{i+1}, \ldots, p^*_n)$ \quad \forall p_i \in P_i \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, k$  

so $(p^*_1, p^*_2, \ldots, p^*_{i-1}, p^*_i, p^*_{i+1}, \ldots, p^*_n)$ was a Nash equilibrium.

**2.3. To solve the mixed strategy nash equilibrium of local government and institution**

Through the above assumptions and definitions, the expected profit functions of the institutions and local governments were:

$$u_i^*(p_1, p_2) = pq(R + r - c) + p(1-q)(R - c) - F(1-p)(1-q)$$  
$$= pq - pR - pc - F + qF + pF - pqF$$

$$u_2^*(p_1, p_2) = pq(\alpha G - r) + pq \alpha G + (1-p)q\beta G + (1-p)(1-q)(\beta G + F)$$  
$$= pq\alpha G - pqR + qG - p\beta G - q\beta G + pq\beta G + F - pF - qF + pqF$$

We know from the above assumptions and definitions:
was a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium, according to the definition:

\[ u_i^*(p_1^*, p_2^*) \geq u_i^*(p_1, p_2^*) \]

\[ u_i^*(p_1^*, p_2^*) \geq u_i^*(p_1, p_2^*) \]

By solving optimization problems, namely:

\[
\max_{p_1, p_2} u_i^*(p_1, p_2) = \max_{0 \leq p_1 \leq 1} \left( pq^* r + pR - pc - F + q^* F + pF - pq^* F \right)
\]

\[
\max_{p_1, p_2} u_i^*(p_1, p_2) = \max_{0 \leq p_1 \leq 1} \left( pq\alpha G - pqr + qG + \beta G - p\beta G - q\beta G + pq\beta G + F - pF - qF + pqF \right)
\]

Take the first derivative of the above equation respectively and make it equal to 0.

\[
\frac{\partial u_i^*(p_1, p_2)}{\partial p} = q^* r + r - c + F - q^* F = 0 \Rightarrow q^* = \frac{c - R - F}{r - F}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial u_i^*(p_1, p_2)}{\partial q} = pq\alpha G - pqr + qG + \beta G - p\beta G - q\beta G + pq\beta G + F - pF - qF + pqF = 0
\]

The Nash equilibrium of the mixed strategy was:

\[
(p_1^*, p_2^*) = \left\{ \left( \frac{F + \beta G - G}{(\alpha + \beta)G + F - r}, \frac{\alpha G - r + G}{(\alpha + \beta)G + F - r}, \frac{c - R - F}{r - F}, \frac{r - c + R}{r - F} \right) \right\}
\]

2.4. Mixed strategy Nash equilibrium analysis

The probability that the agency adopts active supporting strategy was \( \frac{F + \beta G - G}{(\alpha + \beta)G + F - r} \), The probability of adopting a negative support strategy was \( \frac{\alpha G - r + G}{(\alpha + \beta)G + F - r} \). In other words, the organization would choose two strategies based on their respective probabilities. When other factors didn't change, F increased, they made \( \frac{F + \beta G - G}{(\alpha + \beta)G + F - r} \) increased, at the same time, \( \frac{\alpha G - r + G}{(\alpha + \beta)G + F - r} \) was decrease, namely: When the policy issued by the local government, to cooperate with the local government to guide the work of agencies to heavy penalties, institutions took the proportion of positive policies for supporting agriculture should be greater than the proportion of take negative policies for supporting agriculture. When there was a certain amount of punishment, in such a situation, the agency's active support strategy would maximize its own interests. At the same time. When other factors are constant, r was Increased, which would make \( \frac{(\alpha + \beta)G + F - r}{(\alpha + \beta)G - r} \) make \( \frac{(\alpha + \beta)G + F - r}{(\alpha + \beta)G + F - r} \) reduced, i.e., when the policy issued by the local government, give awards to cooperate to guide the work of local government organizations, institutions took the proportion of positive policies for supporting agriculture should be greater than the proportion of take negative policies for supporting agriculture. And r was the
larger the increase, the greater the incentive for the organization to take active support for agriculture, because it was the best strategy for the organization to choose active farmers. The probability of local governments implementing incentive policies was \( \frac{c - R - F}{r - F} \). At the same time, \( r > c > F \) would make \( \frac{c - R - F}{r - F} \) meaningful, which \( R \) usually was small relatively \( C \), the agency would not actively support agriculture, one of the reasons for the optimal strategy was to maximize their own interests, so the most urgent task was to establish rural credit evaluation system as soon as possible, reduce the cost of agency to identify the user information, and thus would reduce the bad repayment rates of institutions, the institutions due to poor repayment caused by accumulation of bad assets was higher, more serious loss of the institution, as time passes could make the organization to support agriculture strategy to be negative their optimal strategy. The probability of the local government implementing the constraint policy was \( \frac{r - c + R}{r - F} \), when it met \( q > \frac{c - R - F}{r - F} \) local governments would choose incentives; when it met \( q < \frac{c - R - F}{r - F} \), local governments would choose to restrict policy; when it met \( q = \frac{c - R - F}{r - F} \), local governments would choose a hybrid strategy.

3. Conclusion

From the above analysis, we could see that the incentive system for local government incentive policies should be the optimal strategy for rational rural financial institutions. Because of the increased incentive, this was undoubtedly the benefit of rural financial institutions, which was also the interest target pursued by the rural financial institutions. So local governments to establish an effective incentive system, with preferential policies, such as the way to make rural financial institutions were willing to actively support agriculture rather than doing nothing, take negative support agriculture policy, which made the rural financial institutions were actively support agriculture benefit. To solve the problem of rural revitalization strategy in the development of financing, as soon as possible to establish rural revitalization strategy in the development of financing, as soon as possible to establish rural credit evaluation system, review to reduce agency cost, and thus would reduce the bad repayment rates of institutions, which would increase the income of the rural financial institutions. At the same time, local governments can truly did not interfere in the business of rural financial institutions, but they should bear some of the supervisory responsibilities and properly use the rights and obligations of local governments.

The punishment system in the restraint mechanism of the local government was also the optimal strategy for the rational rural financial institutions to adopt the strategy of actively supporting agriculture. This would also hurt the interests of rural financial institutions because of the increased penalties. We knew from the above analysis, the local government's constraint mechanism in the system of punishment, which would remain part of the proportion of rural financial institutions to take negative support agriculture policy, then the later punishment did not reduce the loss that had been done, which also could be to have the effect of temporary relief. The best solution was for local government incentives, constraints policy as the auxiliary pole, only in this way would make the local government and rural financial institutions would eventually go win-win cooperation, so really solve the problem of rural financing difficulties.
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